Skills that help children better interact with peers
Skills for entering a group of children
 Establishing eye contact and using a pleasant tone of voice
 Listening and watching the play before entering will make fitting into the play easier
 Be polite. Use “please”, “thank you” and “excuse me”
 Blending into the play rather than intruding
Skills for sustaining play
 Avoid hurting or bullying others
 Not accepting being bullied by others. Standing up for oneself
 Listening to other children and sustaining a conversation
 Being able to negotiate and resolve conflicts
 Managing emotions
 May need to compromise at times, to keep the interaction going
Skills for cooperating and sharing
 Sharing toys with others
 Helping other children
 Playing games that can be enjoyed as a group
 Taking part in turn taking games or interactive/pretend play such as playing ‘doctor’ or ‘house’
 Physical types of play such as chasing games (tag, What time is it Mr. Wolf? Duck, duck, goose)
 As children get older, playing games with rules including board games
STRATEGIES
 Coach the child and encourage other children to allow him to enter the group.
 Setting up activities that involve more interactive and cooperative play. Toys such as blocks and
pretend play materials encourage more collaboration.
 Making sure there are enough toys available, especially if they encourage interactive play (e.g., two
telephones so they can have a conversation together).
 Enter a group with a child in the beginning or suggest how he can enter the group (e.g. if children are
having a tea party, suggest the child take a cup and ask for tea or offer to help pour tea or do the
dishes. Give them words such as “Can I play? That looks like fun”.
 Choose children who can play together or just one playmate the child likes to help a child feel more
comfortable when joining others.
 Help a child interpret or read the cues of others. Often, they feel they are being rejected but they have
misread social cues.
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